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United States

                             
 901 902       
 
901	 8 #143 1870 30c black Hamilton, with H Grill, used with 

light cork cancel. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo 
certificate stating in part “.. the grill is displaced to upper right 
and only three or four partial rows of it are visible. Some per-
foration holes have been recut at top. The stamp has been 
signed in pencil “Grill O.K. - LG Brookman”. Lester Brookman, 
in page 45 of his encyclopedic work The 19th Century Post-
age Stamps of the United States Volume 2, mentions a variety 
“Marginal grill”. Fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $4,000

902	 8 #144 1871 90c carmine Perry, with H Grill, used with 
segmented cork cancellation. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio 
Sismondo certificate stating in part “only part of an impressed 
grill is showing, namely 9 x 6 points, for reasons which are not 
clear”.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,500

                             
 903 904      

903	 8 #166 1873 90c rose carmine Perry, used with duplex 
postmark, usual centering, repaired at top left.

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

904 E/P #219P4-229P4 1890 1c to 90c Set of Plate Proofs on 
India paper mounted on card, each in colour of issue, only 
missing the 2c lake. A beautiful group with fresh colours and 
wide margins, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $489

                             
 905 906

      

905	 8 #261A 1894 $1 black Perry, Type II,  used with light c.d.s. 
cancel, fine. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo certifi-
cate

 ................................................................................ Scott $825

906 (*) #263 1894 $5 dark green John Marshall, unused 
(regummed), deep colour, very fine. Accompanied by 2014 
Sergio Sismondo certificate.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,000

                      
907	 8 #288 1899 5c bright blue Trans Mississippi, used with 

ideal Hong Kong c.d.s. cancel dated MAY.12.1899. Possibly 
used as a receiver to cancel the stamp, or on US ship mail or 
in US offices in Hong Kong. Short perfs at top, else fine and 
unusual.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75

                      
908 ** #534B 1920 2c carmine Washington Imperforate Sin-

gle, Type VII, mint never hinged and accompanied by a 1988 
American Philatelic Expertizing Service certificate.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,250

909 ** #1033var 1954 2c carmine rose Jefferson Block with 
Major Fold-Over Error, resulting in a full 7mm inter-panneau 
gutter between upper left stamp of block of four and 3/4 of 
adjoining stamp from pane at left. A lovely error, very likely 
unique, mint never hinged.

 ...................................................................................Est. $250
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910 * #1150var 1960 4c Water Conservation with Two Major 
Pre-Printing Creases, in a lower left corner vertical marginal 
pair, mint hinged, scarce.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

911 * #1150var 1960 4c Water Conservation with Major Pre-
Printing Crease, on the lower stamp of a vertical bottom mar-
ginal pair, mint hinged, scarce.

 .......................................................................................... $125

912 ** #1338 1968 6c Flag and White House Block of Four 
with Missing Vertical Perforation at Right, resulting in two 
stamps being imperforate between stamp and right selvedge, 
top stamp also being imperforate between stamp and “Use 
Zip Codes” inscription. Imperforate between vertical pairs 
catalogue $325 in Scott (1338u). Mint never hinged, very fine 
and scarce.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

913 ** #C39 1949 6c carmine DC-4 Skymaster Right Marginal 
Horizontal Pair, with vertical perforations shifted to the left by 
16mm resulting in right stamp being imperforate at right and 
showing traces of stamp across imperforate inter-panneau 
gutter. Mint never hinged and dramatic perforation error.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

                    
Detail Lot 914

914 ** World War I “One Cent Letter Postage” Labels in Full 
Sheet of 50, produced in Cleveland, Ohio. A very scarce sheet, 
mint never hinged. Note one stamp in top row with a tear, plus 
some minor gum creases and minor perf separation.

 ....................................................................................Est $150

Philippines

                      
x915     

915 ** #1699-1705var 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games Im-
perforate Set, mint never hinged set of 6, very fine. Valued in 
Scott footnote.

 ................................................................................ Scott $150
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Worldwide
Argentina

                                                 
Detail Lot 916

 
916 E/P #O35DP 1901 10c, 30c Liberty Head Official Compos-

ite Large Sunken Die Proof in blue green (10c) and green 
(30c). Issued stamps were in dark green (10c) and dark blue 
(30c). Card measures 175 x 142 mm and sunken part mea-
sures 125 x 75 mm. Overall light ageing, still rare and very 
fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

                                                 
Detail Lot 917

917 E/P #O36DP 1901 50c Liberty Head Large Sunken Die 
Proof, in colour of issue (orange). Card measures 142 x 170 
mm and sunken part measures 60 x 73 mm. Overall light age-
ing, still rare.

 ...................................................................................Est. $200

Austria

918  #380 1936 10s dark blue Chancellor Engelbert Dollfuss, 
mint never hinged, fresh and extremely fine. A choice example 
of this sought after issue.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,100

Belgium

919	 8 #1-12 1849-61 King Leopold I Collection, with a com-
plete set of the first 12 stamps, plus an extra copy of #3 and 
#5. Margins vary from large to cut into, a few stamps have 
faults. Lot also includes a small stock of used King Leopold I 
issues, with 12 imperforate 20c blue, 2 perforated 20c blue 
and 3 imperforate 10c brown. Condition for these varies from 
fine to better and these not included in catalogue value.  8

 .............................................................................Scott $1,888

                             
 x920 921

920	 8/* #10b, 11b, 12b Trio of Early Imperforate King Leopold 
I Unwatermarked Stamps, with #10b (mint with HR and a few 
small faults) plus 11b and 12b (both used with 4 margins).

 ................................................................................ Scott $795

921 (*) #16d 1863 40c carmine rose King Leopold I, Perforated 
12½, unused (regummed), with a few rough perforations and 
fine. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate. 
Catalogue value is for no gum.

 ................................................................................ Scott $600
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 x922 x923

922	 8/*/** #B34-B47 1918 Semi-Postal Set of the 1915 Reg-
ular Issue Surcharged in Red, all used except #B35 (mint *, 
small thin), B37 NH, B42 and B47 both mint *, short perfs 
affecting the 7 high values.

 ................................................................................ Scott $990

923 * #B114-B122 1932 Set of Semi-Postals, mint hinged, with 
extra copies of the four low values. Fine or better

 ................................................................................ Scott $587

                      
x924

924 * #B114/B122 1932 Cardinal Mercier Semi-Postal Issue, 
complete except for #B119. Stamps are mint hinged and 
have a small experts handstamp on the gum, mostly very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $488

                      
925 ** #B513a 1952 St Albert de Louvain Souvenir Sheet, mint 

never hinged, very fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $425

People’s Republic of China

                     
 x926 x927

926	 8 #946 1967 8f 35 Characters Thoughts of Mao, used with 
light corner cancel, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $150

927	 8 #1211-1214 1974 Industrial Products, mint never hinged 
set of four, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $450

928 ** #1483 1979 2y Souvenir Sheet, mint never hinged, very 
fine.

 .................................................................................Scott $175

Danzig

                  
x929

929 * #31, 32, 43 1920 2pf, 2½pf and 50pf blue and red Over-
prints, each is mint hinged and fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $435
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Danzig continued

                     
930 ** #139 1923 250th on 200m Surcharge Block of Four, 

mint never hinged, very fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $120

Denmark

                             
x931

931 ** #223d, 229b, 238Al 1937 Booklet Panes with #B6-B8, 
panes are mint never hinged. CV is for hinged stamps.

 ................................................................................ Scott $112

Eritrea

                       
x932

932 ** #CB1-CB10 1934 Air Post Semi Postal Set, mint never 
hinged, some light gum disturbance on #CB10, otherwise 
very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $375

France

                       
933 8 #1e 1849 10c bistre Ceres Horizontal Tete Beche Pair 

Forgery, by Fournier. Neatly cancelled with a central lozenge 
grid, fresh and very fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

934	 8 #4c 1849 20c dark blue Ceres Horizontal Tete Beche 
Pair Forgery, by Fournier, with sheet margin. Neatly cancelled 
with a central lozenge grid, fresh and very fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

935	 8 #7 1849 40c orange Ceres Horizontal Tete Beche Pair 
Forgery, by Fournier. Neatly cancelled with a lozenge grid, 
fresh and very fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

936	 8 #8b 1849 1f vermilion Ceres Horizontal Tete Beche Pair 
Forgery, by Fournier. Neatly cancelled with a central lozenge 
grid, fresh and very fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150
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937	 8 #21a 1853 1f lake Ceres Horizontal Tete Beche Pair 
Forgery, by Fournier. Neatly cancelled with a central lozenge 
grid, fresh and very fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $150

938 * #82var 1876 30c yellow brown Sage Sheet Corner Pair 
with Dramatic Pre-Printing Fold, mint hinged, and printed 
while corner of sheet was folded over diagonally, resulting in 
part of one stamp being printed on back of sheet, and front of 
stamp missing one quarter of its colour. Very fine and scarce.

 ...................................................................................Est. $350

                       
 x939 x940

939	 8/* #C14, C31 1936, 1954 Two Better Airmail Issues 
with #C14 (used, with 1937 c.d.s. cancel, fine) and C31 (mint 
hinged, fine).

 ................................................................................ Scott $525

940 ** #C23-C27 1949-50 100f to 1,000f Air Mail Set, mint 
never hinged, quite fresh and very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $236

France (War Occupations)

941	 8/(*) #N1/N6 1870 1c to 20c Group, with unused N1, N2a 
and N3 and used N4 and N6. A few faults, else fine.  8

 ................................................................................ Scott $435

France -- French Colonies

                      
x942

942 */** Reunion #C35-C39 1949-51 Group of Four Air Mail,  
mint never hinged (C39 is very lightly hinged), very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $219

French Offices - China

                             
943	 8 #17 1901 16 on 25c Surcharge, used, with part April 

1901 c.d.s. cancel, fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $200

French Morocco

944 ** #136b 1933 Lot of Eight Complete Booklets, each con-
taining two panes of Scott #136a. Fresh and very fine. Maury 
#3 catalogue value for all 8 is E640.

 ..............................................................................Scott C$480

French Southern & Antarctic Territories

                      
x945

945 ** #C1-C2, C7 1956-65 Group of Three Air Mail Issues, 
mint never hinged, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $202

Germany

946 ** #238A/249 1923 Inflation Era Issues in Full Sheets 
of 100, includes #238A, 239, 241, 242, 248 and 249. All 
sheets are never hinged and have not been folded. Note 4 
with stamp dealer advertising in the right side selvedge. Note 
the odd minor toning spot.

 ................................................................................ Scott $205
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Germany continued

947	 8/*/** #530/764 Mint and Used Collection, 1946 to 
1957, with regular and Back of the Book issues mounted on 
Minkus pages. Includes the stamps issued by the Allies after 
the war up to those issued by the Federal Republic. Nearly 
complete with 18 early issues missing. Includes souvenir 
sheets. We noted several higher value items such as #586B, 
593Eand 658a all mint hinged.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,662

948 ** #C43F-C45F 1933 1pf to 4pf Graf Zeppelin Overprinted 
Plate Block Forgeries, each in a top right corner block of six, 
mint never hinged, with forgery printed on gum side of each 
stamp. Quite well made and unusual in plate blocks. Genuine 
stamps catalogue $19,000.  8

 ................................................................................... Est. $100

                       
949 ** #C56 1934 3m blue and black Ferdinand von Zeppelin 

Airmail, mint never hinged, fine-very fine. Scott CV is $150 for 
never hinged. (Michel #539).

 ................................................................................ Scott $150

950	 8/*/** German Occupation Issues Mint and Used, 1945-
1949, with over 160 regular and Back of the Book issues on 
Minkus pages. Includes those of the French Zone (4N1/13), 
Baden (5N1/49), Rhineland - Palatinate (6N1/42) and Wurt-
temberg (8N1/41). 

 ................................................................................ Scott $441

German Offices in Turkish Empires

                      
951	 8 #6a 1884 2 ½pi on 50pf deep olive green Surcharge, 

used, with toned perfs at top, fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $210

Germany -- D.D.R.

                      
952	 8 #10BNB11 1949 50pf + 4.5m blue Goethe Souvenir 

Sheet, with August 22, 1949 Day of Issue cancel.
 .................................................................................Scott $475

953 ** #B35a 1957 Portraits Souvenir Sheet Lot of Twelve, all 
mint never hinged and very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $510

German States -- Baden

954	 8 #15/28 1862-68 Classical Used Stamps consisting of six 
mounted on Minkus Album page including #24 with good co-
lour and a light cancellation.  8

 ................................................................................ Scott $668

Greece

                             
 x955 x957

955 (*)/* #2-5 1861 Group of Four Hermes Heads, Paris Print-
ing, with #s 2-4 (each without gum and catalogued as such. 
#4 is pencil signed by Peter Holcombe) and #5 (mint hinged 
with light horizontal crease). A very fine group.

 ................................................................................ Scott $880

               
956	 8 #3 1861 5l yellow green Hermes Head Horizontal Pair, 

used, with numeral (possibly 9?) in dotted lozenge cancel on 
each stamp. Four margins, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $450
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957	 8 #4a, 7, 14 1861-62 Trio of Hermes Head Issues, each 
used, with numeral in dotted lozenge cancels. 4a has a #15, 
7 has a #77 and 14 has a #106 (Corfu). A very fine group.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,315

958	 8 #7 1861 10l red orange Hermes Head Horizontal Pair, 
used, with numeral 32 in dotted lozenge cancel on each 
stamp. Very fine, a lovely and scarce pair.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,550

                             
 x959 x960

959	 8 #7, 42b 1861 10l red orange Hermes Head, Paris Print-
ing, used, with #54 in losenge of dots cancel, four margins. 
Also includes a used #42b 40l purplish mauve Hermes Head 
with dated central c.d.s. cancel. Four margins, signed and 
accompanied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate. Both 
stamps very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $595

960 * #8, 46 1861-75 Duo of Hermes Head Issues, both mint 
hinged, with #8 (four margins), and #46 (three large margins 
plus one close to just touching outer frameline at bottom).

 ................................................................................ Scott $915

                             
 961 x962

961	 8 #8a 1862 1l dark chocolate Hermes Head, Athens Print-
ing, used, with #1 in lozenge of dots (Athens), four margins 
(close at right), very fine. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio 
Sismondo certificate stating in part “the stamp presents an 
extraordinary plate flaw... located in the medallion, directly at 
upper right of the Hermean helmet”.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,325

962	 8 #11a, 12, 12a 1861-62 Trio of Hermes Heads, each used, 
with #11a (XF, with #1 in dotted lozenge cancel), #12 (VF, 
with #95 in dotted lozenge cancel) and #12a (VF, with part 
c.d.s. cancel and pencil signed by Holcombe).

 ................................................................................ Scott $580

                             
 963 964

963 (*) #12 1862-67 10l orange Hermes Heads, Athens Print-
ing, unused (no gum), with four margins, very fine. Accompa-
nied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate.

 ................................................................................ Scott $325

964	 8 #12a 1861 10l orange on greenish paper Hermes Head, 
Coarse printing,  used with part c.d.s. cancel and four mar-
gins (close at top right). Very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

                             
 965 x966

965 * #13 1862 20l blue Hermes Head, Athens Printing, mint 
hinged, with part original gum. Three margins, cut into outer 
frameline at right, fine. Accompanied by a 1990 Orestis Vlas-
tos certificate.

 .................................................................................Scott $475

966	 8 #13, 13a, 13b 1861-62 Trio of 20l Hermes Heads, each 
used, with #13 (VF, with #43 in dotted lozenge cancel), #13a 
(VF, with part c.d.s. cancel) and #13b (VF, with #31 in dotted 
lozenge cancel and pencil signed by Peter Holcombe).

 ................................................................................ Scott $412

                             
 967 968

967 (*) #20 1862-67 20l sky blue Hermes Head, Athens Print-
ing, unused (no gum), with four margins, thinned spot at up-
per left corner, else very fine appearance.  Accompanied by a 
2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate.

 ................................................................................ Scott $115

968	 8 #22b 1862-67 80l carmine Hermes Head, Athens Con-
secutive Printing, used with part c.d.s. cancel and four large, 
even margins. The stamp has an elusive inverted “8” control 
number error on back. There is a small surface scrape on 
front of Hermes’ face. Scarce and very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $550
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Greece continued

                             
 969 970

969	 8 #28a 1868 40l rose violet Hermes Head, Athens Con-
secutive Printing, used with part numeral in lozenge of dots 
cancel and four large to well clear margins. The stamp has a 
corrected control number on back, with number “4” added 
over number “2.” A few small creases, else scarce and very 
fine appearance.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,750

970	 8 #31c 1870 20l light blue Hermes Head, Athens Consecu-
tive Printing, used with 9 (or 6) in lozenge of dots. Margins 
range from close at left, to showing next stamp at right. The 
stamp has the elusive inverted “20” control number error on 
back. Fine-very fine and not often offered.

 ................................................................................ Scott $675

                             
 971 972

971	 8 #47c 1875-80 20l Prussian blue Hermes Head, used with 
light c.d.s. cancel, four large margins, showing next stamp at 
right. The stamp has a scarce “02” instead of “20” control 
number error on back. Couple of tiny thin specks (in margin 
only) mentioned for the record, Very fine and signed on back 
in pencil by Peter Holcombe.

 .................................................................................Scott $475

972	 8 #47f 1875 20l blue Hermes Head, used with c.d.s. cancel 
dated JUN.22.1877 and four even margins. The stamp has 
double control numbers error on back. Thin, else very fine and 
scarce. Accompanied by a 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,350

                             
 973 x974

973 * #55 1880-86 20l deep ultramarine Hermes Head, mint, 
with hinged original gum and three large margins, close at 
left. Hinge thins, else fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2014 
Sergio Sismondo certificate.

 ................................................................................ Scott $450

974 ** #539-544 1951 Recovery Under the Marshall Plan, mint 
never hinged set of 6. Michel #582-87 CV €220.

 ................................................................................ Scott $227

Iceland

                             
 975 x976

975	 8 #4 1873 16sk yellow Perforated 14 x 13½, used with 
part Reykjavik c.d.s. cancel. Centered to top left, scarce and 
fine. Michel #5A, Facit #4. Accompanied by a 2003 Breif-
markenprufstelle Basel certificate stating (in German) that it 
is genuine in all respects.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,000

976 ** #C9-C11 1931 30a-2kr Airmail Set, mint never hinged, 
fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $335

                             
977 * #O6a 1876 10a ultramarine Coat of Arm Official, mint, 

with hinged original gum and the better shade, fine plus. Ac-
companied by a 1991 Lasse Nielsen certificate stating “genu-
ine, a very fine copy”.

 ................................................................................ Scott $600
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Israel

                             
x978

978 ** #1-6 1948 First Coin Set with Tabs, set of 6, mint never 
hinged. The 5m has shorter perfs at top and the 10m a minor 
crease at the right side, otherwise very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $250

                             
x979

979 ** #7-9 1948 250m-1000m Ancient Coins with Tabs, from 
bottom left corner of sheets, all with left selvedge that has 
been folded under. Mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $6,000

                             
x980

980 ** #10-14 1948 Flying Scroll Tête-bêche Gutter Pairs, mint 
never hinged set of 6, fresh and very fine. Not listed in Scott.

 .................................................................................... Est $100

                             
x981

981 ** #10-14 1948 Flying Scroll with Tabs, mint never hinged. 
Tabs have all been folded to fit into a Lindner hingeless al-
bum. 3m has some minor gum toning.

 ................................................................................ Scott $225

                    
 x982 x983

982 ** #24-25 1950 250m, 500m High Values with Tabs, mint 
never hinged, very fine

 ................................................................................ Scott $232

983 ** #28-30 1949 Arms and Service Insignia with Tabs, mint 
never hinged, minor gum toning on the 5p.

 ................................................................................ Scott $575

984 */** #31-32b 1950 Running Stag, includes #32b a tête-
bêche pair never hinged, #31 and 32 both in never hinged 
tête-bêche gutter and #31 and 32 with tabs, both mint 
hinged.  8

 .................................................................................... Est $100

                  
x985

985 ** #33-34 1950 Arrival of Immigrants Set with Tabs, mint 
never hinged, 40p with some very minor gum toning.

 ................................................................................ Scott $500
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Israel continued

                             
x986

986 ** #C1-C6 1950 First Airmail Set with Tabs, mint never 
hinged, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $275

                             
x987

987 ** #J1-J5 1948 Coin Issues Overprinted in Black for Post-
age Due Use, with Blank Tabs, mint never hinged, fresh and 
very fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $2,750

Italian Colonies

                             
 x988 x989

988 * #32-41, C13-C27 1932-1933 Sets, mint hinged, very fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $412

989 * #C29-C35 1934 World Soccer Championship Games, 
mint set, hinged, fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $360

Italy

                             
 990 991

990 * #48 1879 25c blue King Umberto I, mint, with gum but an 
accompanying 2011 Sergio Sismondo certificate states “un-
used, entirely without original gum”.

 ................................................................................ Scott $800

991 * #66 1890 20c on 50c violet King Umberto I, mint, with 
gum but an accompanying 2011 Sergio Sismondo certificate 
states “unused, entirely without original gum”.

 ................................................................................ Scott $550

                             
 x992 x993

992 */** #201-210 1928 400th Anniversary of the Birth of 
Emmanuel Philibert, mint set with the majority being never 
hinged. The 50c, 75c, 10l and 20l being hinged. CV for NH is 
$535.

 ................................................................................ Scott $215
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993 ** #265-267, 515-517 1931 20c-1.25l and 1949 5l-20l 
Two Sets, mint never hinged, very fine. 20l has slight offset 
on gum.

 ................................................................................ Scott $257

                             
 x994 x995

994 * #324-328, 477 1934 2nd World Soccer Championship 
set and 1946 100l carmine lake United Family and Scales, 
mint hinged, fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $305

995 * #367-376, 495-506 1937 and 1948 Sets, mint hinged, 
fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $368

                      
x996

996 */** #C48 1933 Commemorative Issues of General Italo 
Balbo’s Rome to Chicago Transatlantic Flight, which con-
sisted of a squadron of 24 seaplanes and twenty of the pi-
lots had their abbreviated names printed on the left stamp.  
Shown is pilot LONG and this is mint never hinged. A second 
example shows pilot CALO, this hinged on right hand stamp. 
Both with fresh colour. The abbreviated pilot’s name on one 
set it “LONG” which is mint never hinged while it is “CALO” 
on the other which is mint hinged on the right stamp. Fresh 
colour.

 ................................................................................ Scott $375

Italian States

997	 8 Naples #8 1860 ½t deep blue Coat of Arms, used with 
three full to large margins, cut into frameline at left. Small 
thin spot in upper right corner margin, else a respectable 
example of this classic stamp. Signed and accompanied by 
2003 Raybaudi certificate.

 .......................................................................... Scott $11,000

998	 8 Neopolitan Provinces 1861 50g slate blue King Vic-
tor Emmanuel II, used with small Napoli double circle dat-
estamp, cut close on all sides, deep colour, a sound stamp. 
Signed by Diena and Sergio Sismondo.

 ...........................................................................Scott $14,500

                             
 x959 x960

999 * Sicily #12a 1859 1g grayish olive green Ferdinand II, mint 
with small part original gum, hinge remnant, small thinned 
spot possibly from previous hinge removal. All four margins 
clear of the design. Accompanied by 2009 Sergio Sismondo 
certificate.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,650

1000 * Sicily #17b 1859 20g slate violet Ferdinand II, mint with 
part original gum, deep colour, four full margins. There is a 
small black ink mark on the gum side (slightly visible at the 
base of the neck from front), else a very fine classic stamp. 
Accompanied by 2002 Sergio Sismondo certificate.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,250

          
1001	 8 Tuscany #2d 1851-52 1s golden yellow Lion of Tuscany 

on Bluish Paper, used with double-lined letters P.D. cancel, 
clear margins at left and bottom, showing part of adjacent 
stamp at bottom, cut along and into frameline at top and 
right. Accompanied by 2014 Sergio Sismondo certificate.

 .............................................................................Scott $3,100
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Italian States continued

                             
 1002 1003

1002	 8 Tuscany #7 1851-52 6cr slate blue Lion of Tuscany, used, 
with c.d.s. cancel, with large margins showing parts of three 
adjoining stamps, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $350

1003	 8 Tuscany #16 1859 9cr gray lilac Lion of Tuscany, used 
with partial date stamp, clear margin at right, other three mar-
gins along or into frameline, two tiny pinholes visible when 
held into the light, very good. Accompanied by 1953 B.P.A. 
certificate.

 .............................................................................Scott $7,500

Japan

                      
1004 ** #C19 1951-52 55y bright blue Air Mail, mint never 

hinged, very fine.
 ................................................................................ Scott $250

Lebanon

                      
x1005

1005 * #5b, 25, 33 1924-1925 Overprint Varieties on France 
Stamps. Includes Scott #5b the 1p on 20c with an inverted 
surcharge and Scott #25, 33 the 75c on 15c and the 2p on 
40c, both with double surcharges. These varieties are not list-
ed in Scott or Michel. The #33 variety has some minor gum 
disturbance, other two are lightly hinged.

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

1006	 8/** #C149a 1949 75th Anniversary of the UPU Souvenir 
Sheet Lot, with 9 mint never hinged and one cancelled. Very 
fine. 8

 ................................................................................ Scott $710

Libya

                      
x1007

1007 ** #C8-C13 1933 Airmail Set, mint never hinged, very fine.
 ...................................................................................Scott $99

Luxembourg

                             
 x1008 x1009

1008 */(*) #6a, 7, 8, 10 1859-64 Group of Four Coat of Arms Is-
sues, with #6a (mint hinged, with brown gum), 7 (unused no 
gum, small thin at top), 8 (unused no gum) and 10 (unused 
no gum, small thin at top). Very fine appearing group.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,010

1009	 8/* #9, 11-14, 16 Group of Six Coat of Arms Issue, with #9 
and 11 (both used with part c.d.s. cancel and tiny thin), 12 
(used with part c.d.s. cancel), 13 (unused no gum with deep 
thin), 14 (unused no gum, small faults) and 16 (unused no 
gum). Overall fine appearance.

 ................................................................................ Scott $975

Monaco

                      
x1010

1010 ** #911, 968, C30-C33 1974, 1975 Imperforate Trial Co-
lour Proofs, with three different colours for #911 and four 
for #968. Also an imperforate set of the Air Mail UPU set of 
1949-50. All mint never hinged, very fine.

 ................................................................................... Est. $100
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Mozambique

                      
1011 E/P #175P 1937 1c Giraffe Imperforate Proof Sheet of Six-

ty, printed on gummed stamp paper, with each stamp (in co-
lour of issue) having a security punch hole. Three large sheet 
margins show several cutting crosses plus two different plate 
numbers (39452 in green and 39460 in black). The bottom 
row of stamps has gum problems due to the sheet having 
been folded along this row. Still a very fine and scarce sheet, 
and ex. H. R. Harmer archives.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

                      
1012 E/P #181P 1937 40c (Black Rhinoceros) Progressive 

Proof Sheet of 200, with each stamp missing central de-
sign (rhinoceros), with security punch. In issued colour (grey 
blue), imperforate, with outer margins of sheet showing cen-
tering crosses, number 39487 and a colour notation and 
date “18.2.48” in black pen. Folded down middle (between 
stamps), ex. H. R. Harmer and very fine.

 ...................................................................................Est. $500

Nepal

                             
x1013

1013	 8 #7a, 9a 1886 1a and 4a Tete Beche Pairs, both used, 
with telegraph cancels, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $425

Netherlands

                             
x1014

1014 */(*) #1-3 1852 First Three King William III Issues, with #1 
(unused no gum, with large margins, fresh colour and a small 
shallow thin), #2 (large margins, with fresh colour and brown 
gum (probably not original), accompanied by an 1985 Albert 
Louis certificate stating in part “die marke ist nachgummiert” 
- very light staining in margins) and #3 (four margins, accom-
panied by a 1978 Georg Buhler certificate stating “genuine in 
every respect and in fine preservation” with no mention of a 
thin in neck area). A nice appearing trio, catalogue value is for 
all three without gum.

 ................................................................................ Scott $800

Niger

                             
x1015

1015 ** #501-502var 1980 Olympic Games Issues with Inverted 
Overprint for the Winner Issues, two low values of set. It is 
reported that less than 500 of each exist with inverted over-
prints. Not listed in Scott.

 .................................................................................... Est $100
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Poland

1016 ** #412a 1947 Souvenir Sheet of 8, mint never hinged, 
small spot of disturbed gum near bottom, very fine.

 .................................................................................Scott $175

Russia

1017 ** #240b, 241d 1923 Soldier, Worker and Peasant, Lot 
of Eleven Groups, from an old Bileski holding. Each group 
contains the following, all mint never hinged: two imperforate 
pairs of #240b (shades), three imperforate pairs of #241d 
(shades) plus one each imperforate pair of the unissued 1r 
buff and 2r green, and one each of the latter but perforated. 
Catalogue valued at $98 per group. Fresh lot.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,078

1018 ** #1280-1283 1948 30k to 1r Pictorial Set in Blocks of 
Four, mint never hinged, with deep, fresh colour and very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $840

                      
x1019

1019 */** #1392a-1393a,1605-1609 1949 75th Anniversary 
of the U.P.U and 1951 Soviet-Czechoslovakian Friendship 
Sets, UPU set in imperforate marginal pairs, hinged and the 
1951 set is never hinged, fine-very fine.

 .................................................................................Scott $276

                      
x1020

1020 ** #1508-1509, C34-C35 1932 Polar Year and 1950 Ant-
arctic Expedition Sets, mint never hinged, very fine. #C34-
C35 have light overall toning.

 ................................................................................ Scott $250

1021 ** #2147-2151 1958-59 20k to 2r Airliner and Globe 
Group of Ten Complete Imperforate Sets, all mint never 
hinged, with a mix of singles and multiples, including blocks. 
Very fine and fresh.

 ................................................................................ Scott $100

St. Pierre & Miquelon

                      
x1022

1022 ** #393-395, C25 1962-69 Group of Four Issues, mint nev-
er hinged, very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $208

San Marino

                     
x1023

1023 * #169-180 1935 5c to 1.75l Delfico Set, mint hinged set of 
12, fresh colours, fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $261

Sweden

                         
 x1024 x1025

1024 ** #197-211 1924 5o to 5kr First UPU Set, all mint never 
hinged and fine to very fine.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,350

1025 */** #213-228, 218a 1924 5o to 5kr Second UPU Set, all 
mint never hinged except for 213, 218a, 220 and 228 (this 
one with short perf). Overall fine or better.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,725
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Switzerland

                             
 1026 x1027

1026	 8 #31 1857 1fr lavender on yellowish paper Seated Helve-
tia, used, with ideal “Schwanden Canton Glarus” c.d.s. cancel 
dated NOV.28.1857. Four clear to close margins and horizon-
tal silk thread. Accompanied by a 1997 Walter Abt certificate.

 .............................................................................Scott $1,000

1027	 8 #B105a-B105d 1940 Four Singles from Imperforate 
Souvenir Sheet, used, each with a corner c.d.s. cancel. Very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................................  $472

                      
Detail Lot 1028

1028	 8/** #B229-B230 1953 Presentation Booklet, Limited 
Edition, 1,183 of 5,000. With four blocks inside the folder, 
two used tête-bêche blocks of four and two mint never hinged. 
Very fine.

 .................................................................................... Est $100

Tannu Tuva

                      
x1029

1029	 8 #45/91, C1-C18 Group of Used Sets, includes some du-
plicates. Includes #45-52 perf and imperf (x2), 61-70, 71-91 
(x2), C1-C9 and C10-C18 (x3). Overall fine-very fine.

 ................................................................................ Scott $300

Togo

                      
x1030

1030 E/P #817-820, C182 1972 Birds Set of Deluxe Proofs, five 
colourful sheetlets, very fine.

 ...................................................................................... Est $50

Vatican

1031 ** #47-54 1936 Catholic Press Conference, mint never 
hinged set of 8, fresh, the two low values have trivial gum 
problems, very fine. A scarce set.

 ................................................................................ Scott $450

Cinderellas

1032	 8/*/** Collection of Cinderellas and Revenues, etc. dis-
played on 14 Manila stock pages, with a great variety of coun-
tries, telegraph stamps, seals, including some denominated, 
framas, poster stamps, from the 1800’s to modern. Saw used 
and mint (including NH). Also includes a large envelope with 
mostly mint sheets, panes, etc. Nice lot.

 ..................................................................................... Est. $75
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xLot 1294  Indian Expeditionary Forces Cover and Stamp Collection, 1914-1921.

xLot 1317

xLot 1300  Italy Group of 41 Better Covers and Cards, 1829-1941

xLot 1311


